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Abstract

It is desirable to be able to combine ease of implemen-
tation of a network with the ability to analyze the prop-
erties of the network. In order to address this we present
a MAC protocol where the network acts as a FIFO, and
examine the resulting properties of the network using both
a theoretical study of the waiting times and a simulation
experiment. It turns out that this type of protocol would
allows us to achieve real-time guarantees for an event-
triggered system, as well as controlled jitter for message
delivery. Further, temporal composability, and how to de-
sign a system using FIFO networking, is discussed.

1. Introduction

Time deterministic behavior is often considered to be
one of the main benefits of time-triggered busses such as
TTCAN [12] and TTP/C [18]. Conversely this is seen
as a weakness [2] for event-triggered buses such as the
Controller Area Network (CAN) [8]. On the other hand,
the event-triggered paradigm is perceived as more natu-
ral than time-triggered, in the words of Almeida et al.
[2]: ”event-triggered communication does seem more er-
gonomic and even more resource efficient”.

In this article we will bridge the perceived gap in pre-
dictability between the time-triggered and event-triggered
paradigms, and to do this in a way that is as simple and
transparent as possible. The key idea is modeling the net-
work as a first in-first out (FIFO) channel, a queue where
messages are delivered in the same order that they are
queued.

Compared to a purely priority based systems we
gain composability, simple analysis even for non-periodic
tasks, and improved jitter control. We also remove the
need to provide priorities, and eliminate the risk of starva-
tion.

In an earlier paper [13] we outlined the general princi-
ples of FIFO networking and discussed a prototype imple-
mentation. This paper expands on it by providing a queue
theoretical analysis as well as in depth simulations and a
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discussion of possible extensions of the paradigm.
In summary our contributions are:

• First we present and discuss what we perceive as the
consensus about which timing properties are central
for a hard real-time networked system, Section 2.1.

• We suggest using an event-triggered network and
viewing the bus as a FIFO with a limited number
of slots. We show a way to accomplish this with-
out putting control over the FIFO in any single node.
This model could be viewed as a token based net-
work with a virtual token.

• We show how it gives us predictable maximum delay
for our messages (Section 2).

• We show how this model could be implemented on a
standard CAN bus (Section 3) and describe how we
are able to achieve predictable delay as well as jitter
control (Section 3.2).

• We define the conditions for achieving temporal
composition of services (Section 2.5), and we con-
trast this what is achieved in a time-triggered net-
work.

• We compare our model to other networking
paradigms through a simulation study, Section 4.

2. The network as a FIFO

2.1. Central timing properties.
There are many different approaches to deciding who

gets to use the network at any given time. In a time-
triggered network it is decided a priori, and the static
schedule decides when a node is allowed to transmit. In
an event-triggered system some other method is needed;
in the Ethernet protocol chance decides who gets to trans-
mit, and in a static priority based system a priority is used
to arbitrate between concurrent senders. Many systems
also function as hybrids of these methods.

Ideally, statements about different paradigms should be
as specific and objective as possible, and to this end we
try to state some criteria which will help us determine if
a communication paradigm is suitable for hard real time
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Figure 1. A FIFO for messages

systems or not. There appears to be some consensus [1, 2,
9] about what is important, which we try to express in the
following definition:

Definition 1 (Central Timing Properties) The follow-
ing three properties are those that a communications
system must have to be suitable for use in hard real-time
systems.

Latency. It must be possible to give a strict upper bound
on the message delivery time for real-time communi-
cations.

Jitter. The maximum and minimum delivery times
should be known, and preferably be as close together
as possible.

Composability. Timing properties of correctly con-
structed subsystems will not be destroyed by integra-
tion, which is an important feature to enable separate
development of components.

We will address these requirements and show that they
are not intrinsically in conflict with the event-triggered
paradigm, in particular that our FIFO based MAC fulfills
them.

2.2. Our approach
Our approach is to view the network as a FIFO (Fig-

ure 1), and decide who gets to transmit on the network
next on the basis of how long a message has been waiting.
The message with the longest accumulated waiting time
is always transmitted next. If items are removed from the
queue at a fixed speed (! time units per item), and a max-
imum length (N ) of the queue, there will also be a maxi-
mum time to send a message.

The worst case occurs when all tasks want to trans-
mit at the same time, but in the common case we can ex-
pect that the network load will be lower. In a situation
where the network is lightly loaded we can expect to be
able to transmit messages faster because the queue will be
shorter, this can be used to increase the precision in a con-
trol loop or the frame-rate of a video stream, but we still
retain a worst-case guarantee.

Modeling the network as a FIFO avoids both starva-
tion and the need to decide priorities for communication
streams, even for a system where composition is desired.
In situations where the system is expected to be over-
loaded, prioritization is clearly needed, the FIFO approach
can be extended with priorities as outlined in Section 3.3.

2.3. Designing with the FIFO
Consider the system depicted in Figure 1. Task A in

Node 1 reacts to some external event, sending a message
(Message 1) through the network to Node 3 where Task B
processes the message.

Assume that the maximum allowed time from the oc-
currence of an event in Node 1 until the action is taken in
Node 3 is T , and that the upper bound on the response time
for tasks A and B are tA and tB respectively. The max-
imum time for the data transmission between the nodes
must be T ! tA ! tB , thus we must have the inequality

N! " T ! tA ! tB

which implies the following limit

N " (T ! tA ! tB)/!.

We are guaranteed to meet our deadline as long as the
maximum queue length stays below N elements.

More generally a system will have to fulfill the require-
ments of many different data streams. We define such a
system as a set of m data streams D = {d1, . . . , dm},
where each data stream di can be characterized with three
values. The resource usage u(di) is the number of queue
slots the stream requires, T (di) is the relative deadline for
the data stream and the need n(di) is the maximum length
of the queue that will still allow us to keep the deadline for
the data stream. The need n(di) can be calculated from
the relative deadline by dividing by the time used for each
slot:

n(di) =
!T (di)

!

"
. (1)

The whole system will meet all of its deadlines if the
total usage is less than the smallest need (tightest relative
deadline). Symbolically this is true if the inequality

#
u(di) " min

$
n(di)

%
(2)

holds. Consequently, we must select N " min
$
n(di)

%
.

2.3.1. A local condition

We want to avoid having to check Equation 2 when inte-
grating components and thus running the risk of having to
change one or more of the components at integration time.
We can guarantee that we do not allocate more queue slots
than we have available by selecting N at design time and
assigning a maximum usage Ui to each communication
stream di so that we do not allocate more queue slots than
we have available, that is

&
Ui = N .



In this case the global test Equation 2 can be replaced
by a local test, where each communication stream di must
individually meet the constraints given to it at design time.
The usage must be less than the assigned usage, and the
component may not require a tighter deadline than given
at design time. Thus, every data stream di must satisfy the
following local condition:

u(di) " Ui # n(di) " N. (3)

The local condition is conservative in the case that
systems have more slots than are actually needed (when
u(di) " Ui). We can express the total amount of ”slack”
in the system as

N !
#

u(di).

The existence of slack implies that it is possible to
adopt an iterative design process where unused slots are
re-claimed and either redistributed to other data streams
or used to reduce the maximum queue length.

2.4. Characterizing the response time
We know that the maximum waiting time is N time

units, but what is the average delivery time like, and how
is the delivery time distributed? Since we have turned the
network into a queue it is natural to analyze the behavior
of our system using queueing theory.

In the most general case queueing problems are hard to
solve, but we will limit ourselves to systems where each
message stream can never have more than one message
pending at any given time, but each physical node can be
assigned as many message streams as needed. This prob-
lem is the classical Machine Repair with One Repairman
problem.

Haque and Armstrong [7] provide a survey of the
problem and its variations, in particular the question is
what distributions we use for the service and wait times.
For space reasons we limit ourselves to looking at the
M/D/1/N/N system, assuming that we have N systems
generating messages which are exponentially distributed
with average inter-arrival time 1/". We apply the analysis
by Takine et al. [19] to calculate the distributions of the
transmission times.

We study three different network sizes (5, 10, 15 nodes)
under varying values of ". The resulting average delivery
times are presented in Figure 2. Increasing the network
size increases the load and the average delivery times be-
cause the load on the network is proportional to N".

The complete distributions for the queue lengths and
their associated response-times can be calculated for a
given network size and ". As an example we give the
steady-state probabilities for queue lengths at message ar-
rival, for a network with 100 nodes, in Figure 3. Note that
P100 = 0 because the queue can only be full at a single
point in time, at the arrival of a new packet.

2.5. Composition of services
Temporal composition is a central part of a component-

based approach to the design of embedded systems [10,
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11]. Therefore we have chosen it as one of the three cen-
tral timing properties in Definition 1. We argue that the
event-triggered FIFO based networking supports compo-
sition of services at the network level, and thus that it is
suitable as the network technology in a composable archi-
tecture.

Kopetz and Obermaisser [11] argue that “[s]ince the
temporal specification of a general ET system is neces-
sarily incomplete, an ET communication service does not
support the composability and timeliness requirements of
the [real-time service] interface”. This holds true for pri-
ority based systems, where there can be no a priori guaran-
tees that composition of two services will fulfill the time-
liness requirements. In contrast, a FIFO system designed
as described previously provides enough temporal speci-
fication to be composable.

They also discuss four a system should possess to fa-
cilitate temporal composability. There are three properties
which we can support at the network level, namely inde-
pendent development of nodes, stability of prior services
and performability of the communication system. The
fourth one (replica determinism) requires support at the
system architecture level.

We can achieve composability, under the require-
ment that all compositions are valid compositions of data
streams, satisfying the local condition from Equation 3.

Independent development of nodes. It should be pos-
sible to design each node without knowledge of the com-
munication needs for other nodes. Since each node is as-
signed a number of slots, Ui, and the global number of
slots N is known, it is enough for each node to satisfy the
condition in Equation 2.

Stability of prior services. The validity in the time do-
main for a component should not be affected by compo-
sition. Our definition of a valid composition ensures that
if a data stream meets its deadlines when considered in
isolation it will also meet its deadlines in the composed
system.

Performability of the communication system. If we
have correctly composed n ! 1 streams, then adding the
n:th stream will not cause any problems for the first n! 1
streams. As long as the composition is valid this will be
the case for our model.

3. FIFO CAN

The Controller Area Network (CAN) bus has become
widely used, in particular within the automotive industry.
It is based on each message type having a static priority,
and any collisions being resolved non-destructively by an
arbitration phase using the priorities of the colliding mes-
sages. This non-destructive arbitration based on message
priorities is the feature which makes it easy to adapt our
model to the CAN bus.

In standard CAN there are 11 bits available for identi-
fiers, and in extended CAN there are 29 bits. In our exam-
ples we will assume that standard CAN is used as the basis
for implementing FIFO CAN, but extended CAN could be
used if more design space is desired. The maximum time
to transmit a CAN message (assuming 11 bit identifier,
8 bytes of data) is 130 µs at 1MHz, ignoring retransmis-
sions. We will therefore assume ! = 130 µs in all calcu-
lations, but this varies depending on the configuration of
the CAN network.

Unfortunately this use of the priority/message id field
makes it impossible to use the original addressing of CAN
since we must accept all messages. This problem should
be solved at a higher layer.

We choose to divide the priority into two parts, as il-
lustrated by Figure 4:

Waiting time is the number of arbitration rounds that
the node has lost (in practice, this value should be
negated, since 0 is the dominant bit). This value is
reset whenever the node is allowed to transmit a mes-
sage by winning an arbitration.This implies that the
node with the longest waiting time will win the arbi-
tration and be allowed to transmit.

If there are N nodes the maximum number of ar-
bitrations that we can lose is N ! 1 since at each
arbitration the node with the highest counter has its
counter reset to zero. Therefore every stream except
at most one must have had their counter reset after
N ! 1 arbitrations. The maximum waiting time will
be !N = 130N µs including the time to transmit the
message.

Node id is used to break ties of there are several data
streams have the same waiting time, and must be
unique within the system. If there are several data
streams originating in the same node, it is assumed
that some internal arbitration is used.

3.1. Designing with FIFO CAN
Because the FIFO CAN behaves like a FIFO in the

sense we explored in Section 2 the methodology outlined
in Section 2.3 can be used to design a system to meet hard
real-time constraints.

The distribution of bits between node id and waiting
time depends on the distribution between queue slots and
nodes. For instance, we may assign 5 bits for node iden-
tifier and 6 for waiting time, and thus get 26 = 64 as the
maximum number of slots in the queue, and the maximum
delay d = N! = 64$130$10!6s % 8.3 ms, when using
the maximum queue length.

Using extended CAN we could assign 14 bits to both
identifier and waiting time, and thus get 214 = 16384 pos-
sible nodes/queue slots. At this queue length the maxi-
mum delay d = N! % 2.1 s which should be enough
design space for most hard real time systems.



Figure 4. Assignment of priority bits for FIFO CAN

3.2. Controlled jitter
While controlling the maximum time between message

arrivals and the release of the corresponding tasks can be
sufficient for many systems, it is also important to be able
to control the jitter. The jitter is the difference between the
earliest and latest possible arrival time.

If we have a known maximum send time per time slot,
!, and design our system with a pre-defined maximum
queue size N , we know that the time between message
arrivals will be N!, assuming all messages take maximal
time. In our implementation on CAN the actual waiting
time, the number of arbitration cycles the message has
taken part in but lost, is part of the message.

If the waiting time portion of the message priority is
p, it is possible to wait !(N ! p) µs to give all messages
similar delivery times. Of course, this operation can be
repeated for all data streams that require jitter control.

To reduce jitter in this manner we instead increase the
delivery time to the allowed limit, in effect sacrificing time
to reduce jitter. This is the same sacrifice made in time
triggered systems. This reduces the worst case jitter to
within ! plus the maximum deviation in packet send times,
which depends on the number of stuff bits among other
factors.

3.3. Extensions
There are several possible extensions that can be made

to the FIFO network. We briefly turn our attention to a
few of the most interesting modifications.

3.3.1. Priority classes

It is often the case that some data streams require better re-
sponse times than we can guarantee for the entire system,
or we want prioritization in situations where the system is
overloaded. We can designate one or more of the MSBs
as priority bits, for the use of streams which need higher
priority.

This will lead to an analysis similar to that of Tindell et
al. [20], which implies that we must restrict each commu-
nication channel to a minimal period. The blocking terms
for messages of a higher or lower priority level will be the
same as in the original analysis. We have to slightly mod-
ify the analysis because a stream can be left waiting for
other messages of the same priority, but this waiting time

is bounded in the same manner as for the standard FIFO
network by the number of members of the priority class.

3.3.2. ”Soft” priority classes

As an alternative to priority classes we can let high-
priority streams start with an offset on the waiting time.
Introducing a high priority stream with offset o into a sys-
tem with maximum queue length N , with o " N , will
allow the high priority node to get a larger share of the
network under heavy load conditions, but will not improve
the worst-case waiting time.

As a further alternative a periodic process can use two
staggered slots to get a guaranteed delivery time of half
the nominal one by alternating between the two slots. The
system must then make sure the slots are never more than
N/2 slots apart in the queue.

3.3.3. Traffic without priority

Further, we can allow a restricted class of low priority traf-
fic where the ”Waiting time” part of the priority is set to
zero at all times. Under this restriction, unlimited low-
priority traffic can be added at the cost of one slot in the
FIFO, which is equivalent to increasing N by one.

Of course, the low priority traffic can have no real time
guarantees beyond what can be found through classical
response time analysis. The node ids will in effect be pri-
orities among this non real-time traffic.

3.3.4. Bus guardian

A node may sometimes misbehave by using more than its
allocated queue length, or transmitting outside of speci-
fication in some other way. These kinds of faults, either
through programming mistakes or through hardware er-
rors, can cause serious problems in a network.

To mitigate the problem bus guardians could be used
to verify that the node behaves in the manner specified. It
will be necessary to provide each bus guardian with infor-
mation about the permitted behavior of the node that it is
guarding.

4. Comparison to other network types

We compare the FIFO based MAC to three other types
of MAC through simulation:



1. A time triggered TDMA network, where each node
is assigned to a specific time-slot.

2. A priority driven network, where the node with the
highest priority that wants to send at any given time
is allowed to.

3. A random access network, where we choose a node
at random if several nodes want to send at the same
time.

For the purpose of this comparison, we will assume
that there are no message losses or collisions under any of
the MACs.

We have simulated 10 nodes for 100 000 packet times,
and study the distribution of the delivery time for mes-
sages. The nodes generate exponentially distributed mes-
sages with average inter-message distance 1/", but do not
generate new messages while waiting to send, similar to
the assumption that we make for the theoretical calcula-
tions in Section 2.4. For the TDMA case, each node was
statically assigned a time slot every ten time units. For the
priority based protocol each node was assigned a random,
but unique, priority.

In Figure 5 we can see the average delivery times for
our protocols. It is worth noting that the average delivery
times for the FIFO, priority, and random protocols coin-
cide closely to the theoretical curve from Figure 2.

We plot the maximal delay, on a logarithmic scale, in
Figure 6. We do the same thing for the standard deviation
in Figure 7. We observe that the FIFO and TDMA mod-
els have outstanding stability under high load, while the
priority based and random MACs behave more badly.

In Figure 8 we can see the waiting-time distribution for
" = 0.25 and N = 10. While both the TDMA and FIFO
protocols have bounds on delivery times, 38% of the mes-
sages for priority protocol and 21% for the randomized
protocol, lie outside of the plot at more than 20 packet
times.

This simulated distribution cannot be directly com-
pared to the theoretical derivation in Section 2.4, because
the delivery time also includes one packet time for deliv-
ery and the time between arrival of the packet and the start
of the next transmission.

In summary, we can see that the FIFO based protocol
does well in all the ways we examined: it has a determinis-
tic max delivery time like the TDMA based network, but
better average delivery time in low network load. It has
the lowest standard deviation of all the protocol types.

5. Related work

Nolte [17] provides an excellent overview of embedded
networks in general, and methods relating to CAN in par-
ticular, as well as his own work on share driven scheduling
for the CAN bus which utilizes a specialized master node
which runs a scheduler for the network.

There have been several other approaches to real time
guarantees for CAN, in particular the work of Tindell et
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al. [20] provided a foundation based on scheduling theory
for how to calculate worst case response times in a net-
work where each message has a fixed minimum period,
which was improved by Bril et al. [3]. Others, including
Di Natale [5] and Nolte [17], have applied Earliest Dead-
line First (EDF) scheduling to the CAN bus, which allows
for certain real-time guarantees in exchange for a slight
overhead.

In the time-triggered realm, a lot of work has been
done on guaranteeing timing properties. One early time-
triggered effort was the time-triggered protocol [18] and
the time trigged architecture [10]. Kopetz and Ober-
maisser [11] stressed the importance of temporal compos-
ability . In trying to understand the differences between
CAN and TTA, it is valuable to study the comparative
study by Kopetz [9]. There has also been time-triggered
variants on CAN, most notably TTCAN [8] and FTT-CAN
[2].

Mosely [16] performed some early work on general
FIFO or FCFS (First Come First Serve) networking in the
context of the tree-algorithms for retransmitting proposed
by Capetanakis [4]. The FCFS network constructed by
Mosely had a comparatively low throughput and was not
intended for real-time networks.

Perhaps the technology which most obviously resem-
bles the FIFO approach is that of the timed token network
[15], where a token is sent around the network. If ”being
first in the queue” is seen as an imaginary token passed
around, our approach could be described in terms of a
”virtual token”-based network. Observe that this virtual
token will only be passed to nodes which actually want
to transmit something, and will never be lost if a node
crashes. Among the timed token protocols considered for
real time systems is PROFIBUS [6] which is a more tradi-
tional timed token based technology where an actual token
is utilized, analyzes of its real time capabilities are avail-
able [21].

Finally there are some similarities with low-cost mas-
ter/slave network systems such as LIN [14], where a
master node can poll nodes according to some arbitrary
scheme. In contrast to these systems, we allow more flex-
ibility since we have a shared bus where all nodes are
peers.

6. Conclusions and future work

We have studied a new idea for scheduling real-time
traffic in an event-triggered network, and saw that what
we consider to be the central timing properties (Defi-
nition 1) hold for this type of networks. In particular,
we have shown how this gives us a composable system,
where components can be developed independently and
then safely integrated. We have also examined its timing
properties through a theoretical derivation and simulations
and found it to be a useful networking paradigm.

While fault tolerance seems to be largely orthogonal to
the issue discussed in this paper, the possibilities for com-
bining fault-tolerance with these ideas should be studied
under reasonable fault hypotheses. This should enable us
to evaluate the suitability for inclusion in real world envi-
ronments.

We have previously studied a prototype of this type of
protocol for a wireless network [13], and implementing a
full scale prototype would allow for more thorough verifi-
cation of its usefulness.
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